Put Your Building to Work

Honeywell Vector Occupant App
Experience Connected Convenience

Connectivity in buildings is fundamentally reshaping how buildings contribute to organizational outcomes. Mobile applications — or “apps” — and other IoT technologies leverage this connectivity to engage occupants and improve experiences.

Today, Honeywell mobile apps are helping transform buildings into productive organizational assets. Apps are forging deep connections between buildings and those within them, empowering facility management and engaging building occupants while enabling advanced data capture and analysis to promote safer and more comfortable, efficient and interactive work spaces.
Honeywell Vector Occupant App

The Honeywell Vector Occupant App — available for iOS and Android devices — represents the first step toward an IoT-empowered workforce, driving occupant engagement and helping boost an organization’s overall brand by incorporating forward-looking, connected technology that meets the expectations of today’s top talent.

The Honeywell Vector Occupant App combines the convenience of today’s mobile devices with connected building features to give users more control over their comfort levels and their ability to securely move about the workplace. Backed by a cloud-based infrastructure and a rich collection of analytics to help increase efficiency and cost-effectiveness of building operations, the app integrates with core building functions, including access and comfort control, to enhance building occupants’ experiences with the touch of a screen.

One App, Multiple Features

Leveraging building connectivity, the Honeywell Vector Occupant App’s key features include:

- **Digital identification** – Eliminates the need for plastic badges or temporary tags and solves the issue of outdated photo IDs by providing an up-to-date photograph.

- **Access Control** – Builds on the app’s digital identification feature, offering mobile-based access control that can easily be managed by a facility and eliminate the need to track and replace cards or fobs.

- **One-Click Hot/Cold Calls** – Provides a quick and direct way for occupants to indicate when their work areas are too hot or too cold, and to receive confirmation that their issues are being addressed. Facility managers are alerted to occupants’ discomfort right away and can view the location of the call, identify patterns, and quickly make adjustments to satisfy occupants.

Better Building Outcomes at Your Fingertips

With the Honeywell Vector Occupant App, a scalable solution that organizations can use across multiple locations, building managers can:

- Ease digital identification management, including deploying higher-security mobile credentials faster and more easily.
- Gain immediate insight into where and how comfortable occupants are, to make adjustments more quickly and easily.
- Improve overall building security by easily controlling proxy access and eliminating the need to track and replace misplaced cards.

Connect To Better Experiences and Limitless Potential

Honeywell Vector Occupant App is part of Honeywell’s growing Connected Services portfolio, which leverages the connectivity of buildings to improve how they operate and the experiences they offer for those who visit and work within them.

The Honeywell Connected Services portfolio — which draws from the collective power of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, cloud applications and the deep domain expertise of Honeywell’s service engineers — also includes Honeywell Pulse for Connected Buildings, an app that forges a real-time link between facility and engineering staff and their buildings to boost productivity and performance, and Honeywell Outcome Based Service, a smart suite of services that use real-time data and analytics to help focus maintenance activities for optimal facility performance.

With planned future enhancements, the Honeywell Vector Occupant App has boundless potential for shaping building experiences. Create an exceptional experience for occupants and building managers.